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CHILDREN’S MESSAGE
Theme: As I Have Loved You1

Objects Needed:  Suckers that comes in a variety of flavors

Good morning everyone. I’m so glad you’re here. As you can see, I have a basket full of suckers
with me today. The suckers come in many different flavors. There are yellow lemon, red cherry,
purple grape, orange-orange, and green lime. Each of you can choose one sucker to take. I only
ask that you not unwrap it or eat it until after the worship service this morning. But you can
choose which ever sucker you would prefer right now.  (Distribute the suckers.)

Let me ask you a question. What caused you to pick one sucker instead of another? (Wait for
responses.) Maybe you liked the color better. Or maybe you know you prefer grape to lemon or
another flavor. 

When we started I had ten of each kind of sucker in the basket. Let’s see if one flavor was more
popular than another. Count out how many of each color remain in the basket and post on a piece
of newsprint. Hmm . . . It looks like more of you preferred grape or cherry than the other flavors;
and it looks like the least favorite is the yellow lemon – only one of those suckers was chosen.

One thing that often happens when children are allowed to choose suckers is that they are often
very picky about the flavor they choose. Obviously, we adults are just as choosy, which we just
saw when we let some adults also pick a sucker up here near the front. One teacher found that
when she did this she almost always ended up with butterscotch suckers left over when all of the
other flavors are gone. Well, I couldn’t find any bags of suckers with butterscotch in them, but
we’ve seen that some flavors do certainly seem to be more popular than others. The teacher with
the butterscotch suckers didn’t know why so many children won't choose the butterscotch
suckers. Maybe it is because their flavor is different from the other suckers; or maybe it’s
because they don't like the color. Whatever the reason may be, she always ended up with
butterscotch leftovers.

Sometimes we treat other people the same way we treat these suckers. We choose some people as
friends before other people. When children play games, some children are always the last to be
chosen for a team. Maybe it’s because they are just a little bit different. Perhaps they have a
physical disability or maybe their skin is a different color. Whatever the reason might be, the
other children just won’t choose them.

Have you ever been the last one to be chosen? It isn’t a very good feeling, is it? We all need to
remember that Jesus loves us ALL. And Jesus said, "Love each other as I have loved you." If you
are ever the one that is left out, don't worry, Jesus loves you just as much as He loves the other
children. Jesus loves us all! And Jesus wants us to love others just as he has loved us and maybe
not be quite so picky about whom we will choose to have as a friend or whom to include.

Prayer:  Dear Father, help us to remember that Jesus taught us to love one another just as you
loved him and as he has loved us. In Jesus' name we pray. Amen.


